We estimate two essential sea ice parameters-namely, sea ice concentration (SIC) and sea ice thickness (SIT)-for the Bohai Sea using a combination of a thermodynamic sea ice model and Earth observation (EO) data from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and microwave radiometer. We compare the SIC and SIT estimation results with in-situ measurements conducted in the study area and estimates based on independent EO data from near-infrared/optical instruments. These comparisons suggest that the SAR-based discrimination between sea ice and open-water works well, and areas of thinner and thicker ice can be distinguished. A larger comprehensive training dataset is needed to set up an operational algorithm for the estimation of SIC and SIT.
Introduction
A large portion of the Bohai Sea is typically covered by sea ice during the winter from December to March. The average level-ice thickness can be as thick as 20 to 40 cm depending on the weather conditions [1] , and the maximum thickness can reach 50 cm in very cold winters [2] . The maximum ice extent often occurs in early February. A large portion of the Bohai Sea is covered by sea ice during normal winters. This sea ice causes serious hazards for marine transportation, offshore oil/gas production, the fishing industry, and coastal construction [3] . Even in mild winters, sea ice can damage certain off-shore activities. Therefore, operational monitoring of sea ice conditions is of high importance, and has been carried out for many years [4, 5] . In-situ sea ice observations are conducted in the coastal regions, and ice thickness and drift measurements are also carried out at off-shore oil platforms. Satellite remote sensing data from optical/near-infrared sensors such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and microwave sensors (radiometers, radars) have been utilized for retrieving various sea ice parameters, such as sea ice type, ice concentration, as well as ice thickness and extent.
In this paper, we present new empirical methods to retrieve sea ice concentration (SIC) and sea ice thickness (SIT) in the Bohai Sea using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery, microwave radiometer data, and a thermodynamic sea ice model. We targeted the winter of 2012-2013 due to the availability of RADARSAT-2 (RS-2) ScanSAR imagery over the Bohai Sea. The resulting SIC and SIT maps are compared to those estimated from fine-resolution MODIS and HuanJing-1B imagery, and to in-situ measurements.
We thus first present an overview of previous studies on SIC and SIT estimation using Earth Observation (EO) data and focusing mainly on the Bohai Sea ice. Section 2 describes our study area, and in Section 3 the data sets and their pre-processing methods. Our novel methods for SIC and SIT retrieval, examples of the SIC and SIT charts, and their validation studies are presented in Section 4. An estimation of the Bohai Sea ice volume based on the SIC and SIT retrievals is presented in Section 5. In Section 6 (Discussion), we compare our methods and results to previous work, and finally, we give our conclusions in Section 7.
Overview of Previous Studies on Sea Ice Concentration and Thickness Retrieval

Sea Ice Concentration
The current operational SIC products are based on microwave radiometer data with a spatial resolution on the order of 6.25 to 25 km (e.g., [6, 7] ). SIC in a finer resolution can be retrieved from optical or thermal infrared imagery [8] , but its acquisition requires cloud-free conditions, and in addition, optical imaging is possible only in daylight conditions. These circumstances typically lead to long temporal data gaps over an area of interest. So far, SAR imagery with fine spatial resolution, large spatial coverage, and the capability to acquire data through cloud cover, has not been widely used for the SIC estimation. Some studies on using single-band SAR for the SIC estimation have, however, been conducted [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Automated sea ice classification schemes-which implicitly include SIC or an open-water class-based on single-band SAR texture have been proposed [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . These methods use multiple techniques such as the gray-level co-occurrence texture features [25] , Markov random fields [26] , and Gabor filters [18, 27] to classify the SAR imagery. It has been shown that open-water detection and SIC estimates that are based solely on SAR co-polarized (HH) channel backscattering magnitude can be improved by including cross-polarized (HV) channel information. Especially at incidence angles lower than 35 degrees, the HV imagery contains complementary sea ice information [28] . In low-to-moderate wind conditions, backscattering from open-water is typically strong at co-polarized channels (HH or VV), but low at cross-polarized channels, thereby allowing improvement in open water detection [29, 30] . Better SIC estimation results can be achieved by using a combination of HH and HV (or VV and VH) channels, radar incidence angle information, and texture features (contextual information), such as auto-correlation (AC) [10, 11, 31] . Additionally, the co-polarization ratio (VV/HH) can be used to improve open-water detection and sea ice classification based on the SAR backscattering magnitude alone [32] . A recently case study proposed the utilization of deep convolutional neural networks for the estimation of SIC [33] .
We thus conclude that the SIC estimation using RS-2 C-band dual-polarization (HH, HV) SAR imagery should be based-in addition to backscattering levels-on multiple segment-wise textural features. For the development of an empirical SIC estimation method, high-quality reference data (based on in-situ observations or reliable EO data) are indeed needed.
Sea Ice Thickness
Space-borne remote sensing of SIT can be conducted based on Archimedes' law and satellite radar or laser altimeter measurements of sea ice freeboard [34] [35] [36] . However, this method produces large relative errors for thin-ice [34] , and is thus not suitable for the Bohai Sea where only thin first year ice occurs. A recent study [37] concluded that high-frequency (36 and 89 GHz) microwave radiometer data can be used to identify thin-ice (<30 cm) areas within thicker ice fields with reasonable accuracy; however, the thickness of the thin-ice can not be estimated. Low frequency L-band radiometer data from Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite have been used to retrieve ice thickness up to half a meter [38] , but the spatial resolution of the SMOS data (30-50 km) is too coarse for the Bohai Sea. Estimation of thin-ice thickness can be also conducted using satellite infrared imagery-based ice surface temperatures (T s ), together with atmospheric forcing data through an ice surface heat balance equation [39, 40] . This method is suitable for monitoring level-ice SIT in the Bohai Sea under cold weather conditions [41] . SIT can also be estimated using optical spectrometer data through the empirical relationships between sea ice reflectance spectra or albedo and SIT [42] [43] [44] [45] . However, the resulting SIT estimates may have large errors due to impurities (sand, dissolved organic matter) in the Bohai Sea ice, which then reduce the surface albedo [46] . In addition, the effect of a possible snow layer on thin sea ice is currently omitted in these empirical models.
Estimation of SIT using SAR data (from single polarization data to multi-frequency polarimetric data) has been investigated in many case studies, but no operational methods solely based on SAR data exist to date. It has been demonstrated that estimation of deformed ice thickness for the Baltic Sea under dry snow conditions is possible through a statistical relationship between SAR backscatter and mean freeboard (proportional to SIT) [47] . Another simple SIT estimation method is based on the relationship between the co-polarization ratio and level-ice SIT [48] . The co-polarization ratio is correlated with the SIT through its physical relationship with sea ice surface salinity, which determines the ice surface dielectric constant.
A sea ice backscattering model has been combined with a sea ice thermodynamic model to assess the determination of thin-ice thickness in the Bohai Sea based on SAR data at different frequencies, polarizations, and incidence angles [49] . These results suggest that the co-polarization ratio can be used to retrieve thin-ice thickness from C-and X-band SAR, while the co-polarization correlation coefficient can be used to retrieve thin-ice thickness from L-, C-, and X-band SAR. Zhang et al. [50] presented a three-component scattering model to decompose the RS-2 polarimetric SAR data of sea ice into an incoherent summation of surface, double-bounce, volume, and residual scattering components. The proposed polarimetric decomposition approach helped distinguish different ice types and offered a proxy for SIT (>10 cm) estimation.
SIT estimation using SAR imagery and SIT background data from ice charts or sea ice models, or using SAR along with other sensor data have also been studied. For the Baltic Sea, an operational level-ice thickness chart is provided daily. It combines the SIT information from the Finnish Ice Service (FIS) ice chart (mainly manual interpretation) and C-band SAR imagery [51, 52] . The SAR images are used to spatially produce a more accurate level-ice thickness chart (around 500 m resolution) than that given by the FIS ice chart (resolution ≈10 km). Karvonen et al. [14] studied ice thickness estimation in the Gulf of St. Lawrence using HH-polarized RS-2 imagery together with a background level ice SIT field based on a thermodynamic sea ice model. In summary, SIT estimation for the Bohai Sea from SAR data seems to be feasible even with a simple empirical relationship between SIT and SAR data. However, the development of such a relationship requires an extensive in-situ data set on SIT or ice surface topography. The co-polarization ratio (HH/VV) has shown promise for direct SIT estimation, but simultaneous HH-and VV-polarization SAR data are unfortunately not currently operationally available.
We therefore suggest that the most promising approach for an operational SIT estimation over the Bohai Sea is based on dual-polarization (HH and HV) imagery available from RS-2 (used here) or SENTINEL-1 SAR and a SIT background field derived from an ice chart (as has been conducted for the Baltic Sea [53, 54] ), or from a sea ice model, as for the Barents and Kara Seas [55, 56] . SAR backscatter statistics are used to modify this background SIT field into a finer spatial resolution.
Study Area
Our study area here is Liaodong Bay in the Bohai Sea, which is at least partly ice covered every winter season (Figure 1 ). The entire Liaodong Bay has been covered in the past by sea ice during severe winters (e.g., 1936, 1947, and 1969) . According to oil platform weather station data during our study period of January-February 2013, daily mean air temperatures were around −10 o C in January and around −5 o C during the first 10 days of February, then increased to 0 o C and even higher by mid-February.
In general, the ice season of 2012-2013 was severe in Liaodong Bay. Sea ice appeared on 4 December 2012 and disappeared on 20 March 2013; i.e., the whole ice season lasted 106 days.
On 8 February 2013, the sea ice extent reached the annual maximum and started to retreat about a week later. The ice conditions over the west coast were more severe than the climatological average, while ice conditions over the east coast were milder than those close to the west coast. 
Data Sets and Their Processing
In this section, we describe the data sets used in the SIC and SIT estimation and validation over the Bohai Sea. RADARSAT-2 SAR imagery was the basis for both SIC and SIT retrieval. AMSR2 radiometer data and the thermodynamic ice model HIGHTSI (High-Resolution Thermodynamic Snow/Ice model) were used to construct a background ice thickness field for the SAR-based SIT retrieval. In-situ data and SIC and SIT estimates from the MODIS and Chinese HuanJing-1B (HJ-1B) optical imagery were utilized in the evaluation (including both visual assessment and numerical validation) of the SIC and SIT retrieval methods. The HIGHTSI model used the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim reanalysis data and a SIC product based on the AMSR2 radiometer [7] as its input. A general diagram of the SIC and SIT estimation algorithms with the used datasets is presented in Figure 2 .
RADARSAT-2 SAR
RADARSAT-2 (RS-2) has a dual-polarized mode in ScanSAR Wide (SCW) mode imaging, enabling acquisition of HH/HV (transmitting horizontal polarization, H, and receiving both horizontal H-and vertical V-polarization) or VV/VH (transmitting V polarization, and receiving both V-and horizontal H-polarization) polarization combinations with a wide swath width of approximately 500 km. This RS-2 mode with a large spatial cover is especially suitable for operational sea ice monitoring. We used eleven RADARSAT-2 ScanSAR Wide mode images with HH/HV combination, acquired during the period from 2 January to 19 February 2013. The SAR images, their acquisition times, orbit (ascending/descending), and center locations are listed in Table 1 . SCW mode imagery has a nominal swath width of about 500 km and a pixel spacing of about 50 m. The resolution of these images is 73-163 m (range) by 100 m (azimuth), depending on the incidence angle. The number of equivalent looks was larger than six, and the radiometric error was less than 1 dB [57] . The RADARSAT-2 orbit is sun-synchronous, and the morning passes are in a descending orbit, while evening/afternoon passes have an ascending orbit. The SAR data were calibrated and rectified to a latitude-longitude coordinate system. The resolution of the rectified imagery was 100 m (exactly at latitude 39 o N). After calibration, an incidence angle correction procedure was performed as described in [17] . The correction was linear for the HH channel and nonlinear for the HV channel. The HV channel correction also tried to equalize the HV noise floor.
For the SIC and SIT estimation, the SAR imagery was re-sampled to a reduced resolution of 500 m. The re-sampled SAR images were segmented using the Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) [58] algorithm. Any small SAR segments with a size less than 100 pixels (corresponding to an area of 25 km 2 ) were combined to adjacent larger segments with the closest HH-polarization backscattering coefficient via an iterative process. Segmentation was applied to principal component images which combine the HH and HV channel images as a linear combination. The minimum segment size is also 100 pixels, corresponding to an area of 5 × 5 km square.
SAR Features
In addition to the calibrated backscattering coefficients with incidence angle correction, multiple texture features were extracted from the SAR data: entropy, auto-correlation, cross-correlation, and the number of corner points for each segment and variograms. These texture features have been used in the SIC and SIT estimation in our earlier studies (e.g., in [17] ). The features are straightforward to compute; the only parameter for them is the size of the feature computation window. We included many features, because in the training phase we used feature selection that was based on varying the number of the features and the selected features. This process guarantees that the best sets of features for the SIC and SIT estimation were selected from all the features involved. The backscattering coefficients are denoted by σ 0 HH and σ 0 HV for the HH and HV polarization channels, respectively. Texture features (auto-correlations and entropies) were computed for full-resolution (100 m) SAR images in regularly-shaped circular windows and then down-sampled to a 500 m resolution. The features were computed in a window with a diameter of 11 pixels (i.e., the window has a radius of 5 pixels and has an odd size such that it has a center point in the middle of a pixel location). The window radius is also equivalent to the down-sampling rate, and adjacent feature windows overlap each other by the radius size in both coordinate directions. This method has proven to be a suitable combination of down-sampling and the window size. The boundaries between fields with different characteristics described by the texture feature are correctly located in the reduced resolution and sharpness. Additionally, the window size is large enough for computing the texture features; smaller window sizes are more sensitive to the radar speckle, while on the other hand larger window sizes lead to coarser resolution with less detail. The window size was also selected based on the properties of the SAR data (needs to be large enough to deal with the speckle and on the other hand be able to locate sea ice details in a high-enough resolution (e.g., for ship navigation in ice). This window size has also been used in the SIC estimation [16, 17] .
Entropy E was computed as
where p k 's are the proportions of each gray tone k within each computation window [59] . Auto-correlation C A was computed as
where I(i, j) is the pixel value at location (i, j). i and j refer to the row and column coordinates of the image pixel, respectively. k and l here refer to the displacement of the row and column coordinates from (i, j). Mean over the directions horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions (i.e., (k,
and (k, l) = (1, −1)) were used because the statistic C A describes two-dimensional data [31, 60] . The size of the computation window W in pixels was denoted by |W|.
The diameter of the sliding texture feature computation window W was eleven pixels. σ W and µ W are the window mean and standard deviation, respectively. The cross-correlation C c between the SAR HH and HV channels-denoted by I HH and I HV , respectively, is
where N is the number of pixels within the computation window W. Round-shaped windows with a radius of five pixels (R = 5) were used for C c , and final values of the segment-wise features are the median values of each feature within a segment. The mean values µ HH and µ HV are computed as averages of the pixel values in W. The corner point counts (N c ) were also extracted for each segment using local binary patterns [61] in a similar way to what was presented in [62] . The number of corner points with respect to each segment area was computed for both polarization channels and used as texture features. These are denoted by N HH C and N HV C . Based on the segmentation result using the ICM method and the above features, the segment-wise median values of each feature were calculated and linearly scaled to 8 bits-per-pixel (bpp) images. C A and C c were scaled such that the pixel value of one corresponds to auto-correlation zero and pixel value 255 to 1. The HH (HV) channel entropy was scaled such that pixel value one corresponds to entropy 3.6 (3.2) or less and 255 corresponds to entropy values 5.3 (4.4) or higher. The corner segment-wise counts value 1 corresponds to no corner points and value 255 corresponds to that of all the segment points that are corner points. These scalings were selected experimentally earlier for the Baltic Sea SAR imagery in [17] .
We also computed certain features based on variograms which also described the spatial auto-correlation in a slightly different manner. The variograms were locally estimated in a window with a radius of 11 pixels using the original SAR resolution (100 m); the results were down-sampled to 500 m resolution. Assuming a stationary and isotropic process, the variogram γ is (locally) dependent only on the inter-distance (h), and can be estimated as [63] 
where z i and z j are the pixel values at locations i and j, whose distance is h. N h is the set of pairs of observation z with indices k and l such that |z k − z l | = h and |N h | is the number of such pairs. We modeled the range of the variogram from the origin (nugget) to the sill by fitting a linear variogram as a function of h on this interval. The slope and intercept value of the linear fit were used as features. The slopes and intercepts are referred to here as V ch 1 and V ch 2 , respectively, where the superscript ch is the SAR channel, either HH or HV.
AMSR2 Radiometer
The AMSR2 level L1B brightness temperature swath data were acquired from JAXA for our study period. The footprints for the AMSR2 L1B data are 7 km by 12 km for the 36 GHz channel and 3 km by 5 km for the 89 GHz channel A-and B-horn data [64] . The 89 GHz channel data were first resampled into a spatial resolution of 3 km and the 36 GHz channel into a spatial resolution of 7 km, and then processed to daily brightness temperature mosaics with an approximately 6 km pixel size for both channels. The AMSR-2 data were used to calculate the polarization ratio (PR) for the 36 GHz channel (i.e., f = 36 Ghz in Equation (5)):
and the H-polarized spectral gradient ratio (GR) between 89 and 36 GHZ channels (i.e., f 1 = 89 GHz, f 2 = 56 GHz, and p = H in Equation 6):
The advantage of PRs compared to using brightness temperatures is that it reduces the dependence of the sea ice signatures on snow and ice temperature [65] . The linear discriminant analysis (LDA) score [37] was applied to a combination of PR and GR; for more details, see Section 4.1. The resolution of the LDA score is equivalent to that (6 km) of the PR and GR mosaics. The AMSR2 PR and GR data are used to modify SIT estimates from the HIGHTSI thermodynamic sea ice model. For this, the LDA scores were further interpolated to a 1 km grid.
HJ-1B Optical Imagery
We used two images from the Chinese HuanJing-1B (HJ-1B) optical sensor for validation of our new SAR-based SIC product. These images were acquired over the Bohai Sea on 9 January 2013 02:09:12 and 02:10:01 (UTC). HJ-1B is equipped with a CCD camera with four bands in the 430-900 nm wavelength range. The spatial resolution of the images is 30 m and the swath width is 360 km.
After radiometric correction, land masking and manual cloud masking, the near-infrared (NIR) band image (band 4) was classified pixel-wise to sea ice and open-water classes with an experimentally defined threshold pixel value of 23. Because the used HJ-1B data was cloud-free and the boundary of sea ice and open-water was very clear, this threshold value could be determined visually. The pixel value describes the surface reflectance, and therefore it is unitless. From the resulting water/sea ice classification, the reference SIC values for each SAR segment were estimated as proportions of the open-water grid points with respect to all the grid points within each SAR segment.
MODIS Spectrometer Imagery
MODIS spectrometer imagery for cloud-free conditions over the Bohai Sea was processed to pixel-wise open-water-sea ice charts (optical 250 m imagery) and SIT charts (nighttime thermal infrared 1000 m imagery).
MODIS Ice Thickness Charts
We previously developed a SIT retrieval method for the Bohai Sea based on the ice surface temperature from the MODIS thermal infrared imagery [41] . The overall bias and root-mean-squared error of the MODIS SIT charts over the Liaodong Bay was found to be −1.4 cm and 3.9 cm, respectively, compared to in situ observations from two offshore oil platforms during the winter of 2009-2010. Here we processed MODIS SIT charts for the winter of 2013, following the method in [41] . Atmospheric forcing data was from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim reanalysis data. We found several good cloud-free MODIS images for estimation of the ice thickness, with four of them matching the dates of the SAR acquisitions. However, SIT estimation based on the MODIS data is not very reliable in such warm air and ice surface temperature conditions [39, 40] , as was the case during our study period (RS-2 imagery from 2 January to 19 February 2013), and thus only one SIT chart of 9 January 2013 had an accuracy comparable to the charts in [41] . On average, winter in 2009-2010 was significantly colder than the winter of 2013. This one selected MODIS SIT chart is used as reference for visually evaluating the quality of other SIT estimates in our study.
MODIS Optical Imagery Open-Water-Sea Ice Chart
Previously, Su et al. [66] successfully conducted open-water-sea ice classification in the Bohai Sea using MODIS optical imagery from bands 1 (659 nm) and 2 (865 nm), which have 250 m resolution. In the classification, they utilized the reflectance ratio (R r ) between bands 1 and 2 (band 1/band 2). The average R r was higher for the open ocean (around 2.5) than it was for sea ice (around 1.3). Sea ice was identified using R values from 1.0 to 1.8. We also target here to use R r for open-water-sea ice classification, as it is based on the MODIS data at the finest possible resolution.
First, we acquired Aqua and Terra MODIS optical imagery for the development and validation of our new SAR-based SIC product. We found a total of 12 MODIS images co-incident with RS-2 SAR images having large cloud-free areas over the Liaodong Bay. MODIS data were rectified to UTM 51N projection using NASA's MODIS Swath Tool, and the top of the atmosphere (TOA) reflectances were calculated. The images were land-masked and cloud-masked using both automatic and manual methods similar to those in [40] . The automated cloud mask applied before manual refinement was extracted from the MOD35 cloud mask product [67] . The pixel size of the cloud mask was 10 km. Here we only utilize the two 250 m bands (i.e., the ratio R r ) for pixel-wise open water-sea ice classification.
Next, windows of 11 by 11 pixels were selected manually over open-water, bare sea ice, and snow-covered sea ice using the Terra-MODIS 250 m RGB-images (bands 2,1,1). The number of windows for the three surface types was 103, 142, and 49, respectively. The reflectance data for these windows were used to study bands 1 and 2 reflectance and R r statistics of the three surface types; e.g., probability density functions (pdf's) and mean values.
For open-water and bare ice, the average reflectance clearly decreased from band 1 to band 2 (659 to 865 nm), but for snow-covered ice it stayed roughly constant. open-water and snow-covered ice pdfs were well separated at both bands 1 and 2, but the pdf of bare ice was somewhat mixed with that of the open-water. R r is typically clearly larger for open-water than it is for snow-covered ice, but as in the case of band 1 or band 2 reflectance, R r pdfs for open-water and bare ice overlapped. Next, the R r data for bare ice and snow-covered ice were combined to detect general sea ice R r signatures as the study objective was open-water-sea ice classification. The two pdfs have an intersection point at 1.8, which coincided with the upper R r threshold for sea ice detection by [66] . Using the R r threshold of 1.8 for open-water-sea ice classification, around 14% of open-water pixels were classified as sea ice and 5% of sea ice pixels were erroneously classified as open-water.
We note that the same data set was used in training the R r classifier and in its error estimations. This procedure was due to having a small amount of data. When the R r classifier is applied to the MODIS data, additional error sources include a sensor angle variation (reflectances depend on it), atmospheric effects, fog, thin unmasked clouds, and the MODIS sensor striping effect. It is possible that better classification accuracy would be achieved by also using 500 m bands (e.g., shortwave broadband albedo), but at the cost of poorer spatial resolution compared to the RS-2 SAR images.
It was not possible to determine the effect of SIC within a single 250 m pixel in the classification; e.g., what is the maximum (minimum) SIC (from 0% to max SIC) when a pixel is typically classified as open-water (sea ice). In addition, it is not known how good the R r classifier is in separating very thin-ice (<5 cm) from open-water. Visual analysis revealed cases when thin-ice was classified as open water. An example of the MODIS open-water-sea ice classification is presented in Figure 3 . The MODIS open-water-sea ice map with a 250 m resolution was aggregated over larger areas for SIC estimates. MODIS open-water-sea ice classification on 9 January 2013 using the ratio between MODIS bands 1 and 2 reflectances. Open-water = dark blue, sea ice = light blue, cloud mask = yellow, and land = red.
In-Situ Data
In-situ sea ice observations were conducted on four Chinese oil platforms; see Figure 4 : JinXian1-1 (JX1-1, denoted by the number 1 in Figure 4 ), JinZhou25-1S (JZ25-1S, 2), JinZhou20-2 (JZ20-2, 3), and JinZhou9-3 (JZ9-3, 4). The locations of the oil platforms were (39.9775 The drifting ice was broken by the oil-platform pillars. Upturned ice floes were visually observed to estimate SIT. For very thin-ice (less than 10 cm), the observations were liable to errors since an ice floe is often cut into pieces and does not upturn; however, for thicker ice (10-40 cm), the visual observation error is usually less than 5%. The SIT range in the vicinity of the oil platform was also observed and mainly used to validate our new Bohai Sea SIT product. The ice type was visually inspected according to World Meteorological Organization (WMO) sea ice nomenclature. SIC was estimated at 360 degrees around the platform within the visible range using a method following [68] .
The total number of in-situ SIT measurements conducted on the oil platforms in Figure 4 used in this study was 31. The measurements are listed in Table 2 . Additionally, four locations in the open-water area were used in the SIC estimation to represent zero SIC; see Figure 4 . The data were divided into training and test data sets by random selection such that the sizes of training and test data sets were equal. 
Thermodynamic Sea Ice Model HIGHTSI
HIGHTSI is a high-resolution thermodynamic snow and ice model that calculates seasonal thermodynamic growth and melting of snow and ice. Since its early applications for the Baltic Sea and Antarctic [69] [70] [71] [72] , the model has been further developed to investigate snow and ice thermodynamics in the Arctic Ocean [73] and lakes [74, 75] . The snow and ice temperature regimes are solved by the partial-differential heat conduction equations applied for snow and ice layers, respectively. The surface temperature is defined as the upper boundary condition solved by the Norton iterative method from a detailed surface heat/mass balance equation. Atmospheric forcing for HIGHTSI is calculated on the basis of the wind speed, air temperature, air humidity, cloudiness, and precipitation. The turbulent surface fluxes are parametrized taking the thermal stratification into account. Short-and long-wave radiative fluxes can either be parametrized or prescribed based on results of numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. The penetration of solar radiation into the snow and ice is parametrized according to cloud cover, albedo, and optical properties of snow and ice. The surface temperature is also used to determine whether surface melting occurs. At the lower boundary, the ice growth/melt is calculated on the basis of the difference between the ice-water heat flux and the conductive heat flux in the ice. The snow-to-ice transformation processes through re-freezing of flooded and melted snow are taken into account [76, 77] .
Although thermodynamics is the major driving force for ice growth and decay in a seasonally ice-covered sea, omitting ice dynamics could lead to an overestimation of SIT and the total volume of ice produced in the basin. In this study, the ice drift in the Bohai Sea was taken into account by incorporating information on changes in SIC into the HIGHTSI model. The SIC product is based on the AMSR2 radiometer data and the ARTIST (Arctic Radiation and Turbulence Interaction Study) sea ice (ASI) SIC algorithm [7] . This SIC product has a resolution of 3.125 km. The ASI SIC chart was generated for the Bohai Sea for the first time for the winter 2012/2013. The entire Bohai Sea domain was divided into 5274 grid points. The HIGHTSI model was applied at each grid point using ECMWF operational analyses as external weather forcing, and short term forecasts were applied. When a grid cell is at least partly covered by sea ice (SIC > 20%), the ice growth is calculated at that particular grid cell. If SIC at a certain grid cell is reduced below 20%, SIT will remain at the value of the previous time step. The calculation of ice growth is resumed once SIC is again larger than 20%. Snow was not taken into account in this study, as the snow layer is typically very thin on the Bohai Sea ice. The oceanic heat flux is parametrized as a function of SIC. This assumption is related to the low latitudes, where increasing amounts of open-water are usually associated with increasing solar energy absorbed by the ocean, consequently increasing the oceanic heat flux. The HIGHTSI-estimated SIT-using the SIC product or without using SIC product as input-at the oil platform JZ202 is shown in Figure 5 
Estimation of Sea Ice Concentration and Thickness
Here, the developed SIC and SIT retrieval methods for the RS-2 SCW dual-polarized SAR imagery are presented. The SIC estimation methods were developed using either the in-situ data or the MODIS SIC data as a reference. The SIT estimation is based on a modification of the background SIT field derived from the AMSR2 and HIGHTSI data, with SAR backscatter statistics.
The estimation results were evaluated by dividing the in-situ data sets into training and test data sets-both representing about half of the available measurements-and evaluating the algorithm results using the independent test data set. The SIC estimates were also compared to the SIC estimates from the MODIS and HJ-1B imagery over the cloud-free areas. The SIT estimates were also qualitatively and visually compared to one MODIS SIT product.
Background Ice Thickness Fields Based on HIGHTSI and AMSR2 Radiometer Data
The background ice thickness (h B in cm) was estimated using the HIGHTSI model and AMSR2 radiometer data, which were both interpolated to 1 km pixel size.
As described in Section 3.6, the thermodynamic sea ice growth for the Bohai Sea is modeled using HIGHTSI. The deficiency associated with HIGHTSI is that it is a 1-D model, and ice drift is only taken into account by assimilating SIC information. Hence, the local-scale spatial distribution of SIT is often inadequately described by the model. This explains, for example, the negligible correlation between the in-situ and HIGHTSI SIT (r = 0.1). To put this result in perspective, we must consider that the atmospheric forcing for HIGHTSI is given on a spatial scale of tens of kilometers, whereas point-wise in-situ measurements are taken on scales of up to a few hundred meters only. However, earlier studies [69] demonstrated that the HIGHTSI model is capable of estimating the thermodynamic growth of sea ice with reasonable accuracy. Hence, we assumed that the HIGHTSI results for the total ice growth in the Bohai Sea could be used as an approximation for the total ice volume (V i ) increase in the area. The uncertainty of the HIGHTSI estimate for V i is unknown.
Here, the AMSR2 data were used to improve the description of the spatial distribution of V i in the h B grid. In our earlier study [37] for thin-ice detection in the Kara and Barents Seas, a linear combination of GR8936H (GR) and PR36 (PR) were mostly able to discriminate between thin-ice (<30 cm) and thick ice (>30 cm) areas in cold conditions. The LDA scores s = a × GR + b × PR + c were used in the classification between the ice classes of thicker (h T > 30 cm) and thinner (h T < 30 cm) ice. The thickness values h T refer to the MODIS-based SIT, which were calculated according to the algorithm in [40] . We note that the weighting parameters (a, b, c) of the GR and PR statistics were determined by the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and were dependent on sea ice surface properties-among others, the surface temperature. In [37] , the reference data set consisted of h T thickness values, which were mostly computed when the air temperature T a was below −25 o C in the Kara and Barents Seas.
In the Liaodong Bay, T a is in general much higher than in the Kara and Barents Seas. Therefore, we cannot use the LDA score parametrization from our earlier study [37] for the Bohai Sea. Due to lack of MODIS SIT charts over the Bohai Sea, we extracted a sub-set of h T and (GR,PR) pairs for warmer conditions with T a above −20 o C over the Barents and Kara Seas. This Arctic data set contained 11,363 thin-ice samples with h T < 30 cm and 1641 samples with h T > 30 cm. The LDA score parameters were calculated as in [37] , and they are (a, b, c) = (33.72, 38.54, −1.14). The whole Arctic data set is referred to with A = (h T , s). The difference to [37] is that now PR has a slightly larger weight than GR, but in [37] , the weight of GR was about twice of that of PR. There were also other sources of uncertainties for the LDA approach, e.g., the (GR,PR)-distributions for the two ice classes are only roughly Gaussian, whereas the LDA assumes that they are exactly Gaussian.
To inspect the relationship between h T and the LDA scores s, we extracted from A those observations which fulfilled two criteria: (i) the h T value was below 30 cm and (ii) the corresponding s value was positive. The h T limit was set to 30 cm because it was the largest thickness value in our in-situ data set. The restriction to only positive s values was done because only positive s values occurred in the Liaodong Bay. As in the Arctic seas, negative s values were also obtained for thin-ice; we can conclude that in the warmer conditions the LDA values are somewhat larger than in the cold Arctic conditions.
From each 10 cm thickness range (1-10 cm, 11-20 cm, 21-30 cm), we randomly sampled 1000 observations. Then, we fitted in the resulting (s, h T ) set a nonparametric regression curve and its 99% confidence interval using the Loess method [78] (Figure 6 ).
It is evident that there exists a trend between s and h T . When SIT increases, the LDA value on average decreases for thin-ice. The large dispersion around the regression curve indicates that it is not possible to predict SIT using only the LDA scores-the uncertainty is too large. Instead, s can be used as a crude indicator of SIT magnitude.
The following procedure to construct a weighting function for h B was used. On the basis of the observation that the Bohai Sea s values are generally larger than the Arctic ones, we determined the weight function so that for a fixed s the weight is close to the thickest h T value occurring in the Arctic data set. Hence, the weight value is also geophysically possible in the Arctic, although with a small likelihood. The weight function describes the relative thickness differences over the range of s.
The weight function w depending on s shown in Figure 6 is defined as follows:
In Figure 6 , the function w(s) was drawn only from s = 0 to s = 5.5. The weights were normalized to one over the whole ice cover. Applying these weights, we multiplied the total ice volume V i modeled by HIGHTSI. The result was the HIGHTSI/AMSR2 background field h B . To exemplify how the addition of the AMSR2 data changes the HIGHTSI field, we present a series of four different images in Figure 7 . We can see that the MODIS-based SIT chart agrees well with the HIGHTSI/AMSR2 background field. Additionally, the visual interpretation of SAR imagery supports the matching of these two SIT charts. In the HIGHTSI-based SIT chart, the thickest ice occurs at a different location than in other charts.
The impact of the addition of the AMSR2 data can also be seen in the correlation between h B and the in-situ measurements. The correlation coefficient r was around 0.5 in this data set (n = 27), whereas it was close to zero between the HIGHTSI SIT values and the in-situ measurements. We excluded four in-situ measurements from the computations, which according to the SAR images were situated in open-water. The bootstrap-based 95% confidence interval for r was (0.25, 0.80) when bootstrapped 1000 times.
Considering that the LDA scores and the point-wise in-situ measurements were at highly different scales (≈100 km 2 vs. 0.25 km 2 ), we regard the r = 0.5 value as acceptable. The SIT variation in 100 km 2 area is so large that we cannot expect a very high correspondence between the point-wise in-situ measurements and the mean SIT over a large area. Additionally, the small sample size affected the r value and the width of its confidence interval.
The open-water area in the HIGHTSI SIT field was based on the ASI SIC product. In h B , we used the same open-water areas as in the HIGHTSI model runs. Visually comparing the LDA s images to the SAR images, we noted that the values s ∈ [7.11] usually indicated low SIC. Hence, a negligible weight was set for these s values.
The land spill effect (e.g., [79] ) is present in the AMSR2 data. Based on a visual inspection, it affected the s values up to 4-5 km from the coast by reducing s and hence by increasing the estimated SIT near the coast. In the estimation of h B , we have not explicitly taken this effect into account.
A simple approach to reducing the land spill effect would be to exclude the near-coast grid points (within a radius or 4-5 km) and then extrapolate the values in the coastal areas. This approach would just lead to a different kind of estimation errors. We also notice that the possible overestimation due to the land-spill effect is at least partially reversed by the SAR-based SIT estimation.
Sea Ice Concentration Estimation and Ice/Open-Water Discrimination Based on SAR Imagery
In the following, we first introduce a linear SIC estimation method defined as using in-situ SIC data as a reference, and then another nonlinear method using the MODIS SIC data as a reference. This is followed by a validation study. The RS-2 SAR imagery used in our experiments as thumbnail images are shown in Figures 8 (HH-channel) and 9 (HV-channel).
Linear Model Between in-Situ SIC and SAR Data
We studied SIC estimation based on a linear model between the reference SIC data and segment-wise SAR backscatter and various textural features. The reference SIC data consisted of the in-situ data and also selected open-water points outside the ice-covered area; see Figure 4 . A selection criterion for the open-water points was that they remained open throughout the study period. Original in-situ SIC data consisted of minimum and maximum data, which were averaged for the reference data. The reference SIC data were divided into training and test data. The training data consisted of 36 points (the open-water reference points were included), and the test data consisted of 35 points.
Sea ice and open-water were distinguished based on a linear regression (least squares fit) using the minimum sum of squared residuals as the feature selection criterion (i.e., selecting the N f features producing the smallest estimation error for a given number of the features N f ). It was possible to search through all the feature combinations for each N f , because the amount of training data was so small. Based on the training SIC data set, five features were found to be enough. These automatically selected features were C HH A , E HH , N HH c , V HV 1 , and V HV 2 . The values of R 2 were 0.98 (n = 36) and 0.97 (n = 35) for the training and test data sets, respectively, and the corresponding absolute estimation error was five percentage points for both data sets.
The equation for the linear SIC (C) estimation was
where a c is the vector consisting of a set of linear coefficients and the feature vector The estimation results for the training and test data sets are shown in Figure 10 , and the estimation results for all the SAR imagery are shown in Figure 11 . Figure 10 indicates that the linear method gives good estimates for both training and test data sets for both high and low SIC values. In the left part of Figure 10a,b (representing open-water areas) , we see that the estimated SIC for the open-water areas is 20% or less for both the training and test data sets. 
SIC Estimation with a Neural Network Approach
We also studied a nonlinear method for the SIC estimation. The nonlinear approach utilizes Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural networks [80] . The amount of in-situ measurements was not large enough for the MLP training, and thus the MODIS open-water/ice classification was used to derive segment-wise (corresponding to SAR segments) SIC estimates to be used as the training data set for the MLP approach. An MLP with 20 nonlinear hidden layer neurons was applied, and the same five SAR features as those selected in the linear estimation were applied to estimate SIC. Four SAR images were selected for training and three for testing, and the MODIS SIC segment medians (corresponding to SAR segmentation) as the target were used. The features were medians over the SAR segments, and the MODIS SIC was estimated by counting the ratio of open-water pixels to the number of all the pixels within each SAR segment. The estimation results are presented in Table 3 , and the corresponding SIC estimate images are shown in Figure 13 . For the training data set, there was a bias of over 10 percentage points (indicating overestimation), which was not the case for the test data set. This was a surprising result, indicating that the training data set likely included some contradictory samples. These contradictory samples are likely to be produced by the time differences between the reference data set and the SAR data set and ice drift between their acquisitions. The computed absolute error of 17.6 percentage points (training data set) and 15.7 percentage points (test data set), the mean-square-errors of 28.3 and 26.9 percentage points, and R 2 of 0.64 for both the data sets indicate that SIC can be rather well estimated for the data sets (even when the training data set may include some inconsistent data), although it naturally needs to include enough (a dominant portion) consistent data. There were more values of the lower and higher ends of the SIC distribution present in the training data. The proportion of open-water input vectors was 15.1%, and the proportion of the inputs with SIC values in the range of 0-10% (including open water) was 33.9%. In the upper end, the proportion of the input values with SIC in the range of 90-100% was 20.4% and the proportions of the input values with SIC range 80-90%, 70-80% and 60-70% were 9.1%, 9.7%, and 8.1%, respectively. The proportions for the other ten percent ranges were from 1.6% to 5.4%, indicating that the proportion for the SIC range 20-60% is clearly under-represented in the data. This can affect the estimation accuracy of the mid-range SIC values. 
Evaluation of the SIC Estimates
The SAR-based SIC estimates were compared to the SAR segment-wise SIC computed from open-water/sea ice classification based on the HJ-1B (9 January 2013) optical image. The SIC estimates for HJ-1B and SAR are presented in Figure 14 . The evaluation was performed by randomly sampling a total of n = 10, 000 grid points (higher N did not change the evaluation statistics) in a resolution of 500 m. R 2 between the HJ-1B and SAR-based SIC estimates were 0.65 (n = 10, 000) for the linear model and 0.71 ( n = 10, 000) for the MLP model. The R 2 values for this larger data set were significantly smaller than those for the small test data with the linear model. In Figure 14 , we can see that the linear method seems to overestimate SIC near the ice edge, and in some high-SIC areas underestimates SIC with respect to the HJ-1B estimates. The MLP method seems to overestimate SIC in the areas of mid-range SIC, but large sea ice areas with SIC close to 100% and larger open-water are well distinguished. The differences between the SIC estimates can partly be explained by the different resolutions of the data sets and partly by the fact that the restricted (not totally representative) training data sets for both the linear and MLP approaches contributed to the increased differences. The SAR segment-wise SIC estimates differ from the MODIS and HJ-1B estimates, and indeed in some areas SAR seems to overestimate SIC. Additionally, the SAR SIC estimates (linear method and MLP) differ from each other. Better estimates could possibly be extracted by combining these methods, but as the reference data are also based on the EO data with their own uncertainties, evaluation of the real quality of the methods is difficult.
Some of the differences are also due to the time differences between the data acquisitions (they were just restricted to be made during the same day), and also misclassification of thin-ice to open-water or vice versa by either of the methods.
Ice Thickness Estimation Based on the Background Field and SAR
Ice thickness estimation was performed using a linear model including the background SIT field h B and SAR-based features. For training and testing purposes, the in-situ SIT data (see Table 2 ) was divided into training and test data sets. The training data set consisted of 14 measurements, and the size of the test data set was also 14 measurements. The estimation was made for the area with SIC larger than 50% (linear SAR SIC estimation). The in-situ measurements consisted of the SIT range, and the average SIT (the average of the lower and upper bounds of the SIT range).
Selection of the SAR features was done by minimizing the squared sum of residuals of a least squares (LS) linear fit for the training data set; i.e., selecting the features minimizing the estimation error in a similar manner as for the SIC data. The estimation model used here was a linear model that included a modulation term between h B and each feature; i.e., SIT estimates H were of the form
where a i , b i and c are defined by the linear least squares fit, f i are the N f selected features.
The best results using the Liaodong Bay data set were achieved using only one automatically selected feature: the scaled entropy E HV . The most significant term for this case was the cross-product term between E HV and h B . For E HV , the coefficient b 1 of this term was approximately 0.3, and the value of a 1 was in practice negligible (≈−0.0038). The results for this selection are shown in Figure 15 . The value of R 2 for the training and test data sets was 0.71 (n = 14) and 0.74 (n = 14), respectively. Even though the number of samples n is so small, the linear dependence is statistically significant, as the Pearson correlation R = 0.86 and R 2 = 0.74 are so high. Adding more features improved the estimation accuracy for the training data set as expected, but the estimation accuracy for the test data set then became worse. The results for up to three features are shown in Table 4 . In order to better evaluate the estimation error, we undertook a cross-validation approach: we made a leave-one-out experiment (i.e., using all the SIT samples except one for training and the one sample left out for testing, then repeating the leaving out for all the samples) using the one and three-feature setups selected automatically. The results of the leave-one-out experiments are shown in Figure 16 . In this case, the one feature model also gave the best SIT estimation result (RMSE = 4.5 cm); the three-feature case RMSE was 6 cm. This probably indicates that our data set was not fully representative due to its limited size, but some conclusions of the method's performances can still be made based on this data set and the auxiliary EO data sets. The modeled SIT by HIGHTSI for all of the studied SAR images are shown in Figure 17 , the h B images (from the MODIS and AMSR2 data) are shown in Figure 18 , and the SAR-based SIT estimates are shown in Figure 19 . In this experiment, SIT was only estimated for the areas not classified as open water based on the linear SIC estimation and thresholding illustrated in Figure 12 . The HIGHTSI and the background SIT fields in Figures 17 and 18 offer a general view of the ice development, but by only including the SAR data, there is a more realistic and detailed spatial distribution of SIT ( Figure 19 ). As the SAR SIT charts include information on thin and thick ice in a high spatial resolution, they are useful, for example, in terms of ship navigation.
Evaluation of the SIT Estimates Using MODIS SIT
We had four MODIS SIT products at our disposal and we studied the use of them in the evaluation of our SIT estimates. The average difference between the SAR SIT and MODIS SIT was about 5 cm for cold days (9 January and 16 January 2013) and over 10 cm for the other two cases (12 February and 19 February 2013) . The MODIS-based ice thickness for the Bohai Sea is sensitive to the changes of air temperature and only works reliably in cold air and ice surface conditions-presumably, T a below −10 o C [41] . There was also approximately a 9 h time difference between the acquisitions of the MODIS and RS-2 imagery.
Therefore, we only made and show a comparison with one MODIS SIT product in Figure 20 , 9 January 2013 (with cloudless weather conditions over most of the study area) and relatively cold weather conditions (T a was approximately −9 o C). The MODIS SIT in general was thinner compared with SAR SIT in a large part of the Liaodong Bay. In the northern coast, MODIS SIT was certainly overestimated (50 cm), because the in situ observed ice thickness near the coast was typically 20-30 cm (Yu Liu, personal communication), very close to the SAR SIT product shown in Figure 20b . Due to the dynamic nature of the Bohai Sea ice and the time differences between the in-situ and SAR data, the estimation error increases because of temporal variations. This situation also applies to the time gaps between EO data acquired at different times, as we here only required that they are from the same day. Additionally, the different resolutions of the EO instruments contributed to comparison errors. Considering these potential error sources, we suggest that our new SIT estimation method is feasible for the Bohai Sea, but further validation with more MODIS SIT charts and other auxiliary SIT data would be desirable. 
Bohai Sea Ice Volume
We also estimated the ice volume V ice for the study area based on the computed SIC (linear method) and SIT estimates C and H. This estimation was performed for the dates of the existing SAR data. The estimate for V ice was computed as
where A p is one product grid cell (pixel) area (0.25 km 2 ). The study area is denoted by W. In Figure 21 , the estimated ice volume of the study area is based on the SIT and SIC estimates (linear method), and for comparison we have provided a V ice estimate using the HIGHTSI model and a SIC based on the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) bootstrap algorithm [6, 81] and the AMSR2 data. We used the bootstrap SIC algorithm because we specifically wanted to perform the comparison with V ice based on the thermodynamic evolution and with an independent SIC estimate (AMSR2 data is not used in our SIC estimation, it is used only in the SIT estimation). Actually, the SAR based SIC in combination with HIGHTSI produced very similar results. V ice has been computed over the common area of all the available SAR images. Both the SAR-and HIGHTSI model-based ice volumes were in a growing phase in January and February. The trends for January are quite the same, because the ice growth in January was rapid. Thermodynamics gave a major contribution to the increase of the total V ice . From late January onward, the increase of V ice was slowing down, and the temporal differences between the SAR and model-based V ice grew. The ice extent often reaches its maximum in early February when SIT reaches its thermal equilibrium stage, and the convergence/divergence due to ice motion (such as ice drift) and internal stress tend to dominate the spatial and temporal variation of the total ice volume. 
Discussion
We performed a study of sea ice concentration (SIC) and sea ice thickness (SIT) estimation based on a sea ice model, RS-2 SAR and AMSR2 microwave radiometer data in the Bohai Sea during the 2013 ice season (January-February). The northern Bohai Sea has a seasonal sea ice cover, but a typical ice season is relatively short-only a few months. However, as marine transportation and offshore activities (e.g., oil exploration and drilling) continue, exact knowledge of the prevailing ice conditions is crucial. Additionally, we used available in-situ data measured on the oil platforms in the study area and auxiliary EO data to train and evaluate the developed algorithms. Unfortunately, our available in-situ data set was relatively small, but we were still able to demonstrate the potential of the studied methods for high-resolution SIC and SIT estimation over the Bohai Sea. The in-situ measurements were not exactly compatible in time with the RS-2 SAR imagery used. As Bohai Sea ice is dynamic, it also made its contribution to the SIC and SIT estimation accuracy when comparing the estimates with the in-situ measurements of the training and test data sets. Against this background, we can consider our results good. The absolute error for the SIC estimates were about five percentage points for the linear estimation method for both training and test data sets. The absolute error for the nonlinear Multi-Layer-Perceptron (MLP) neural network SIC estimate was higher, at around 15 percentage points. This larger error of the MLP method can partially be explained by the different acquisition times for the MODIS SIC data used as reference and the RS-2 SAR imagery and the ice drift between the acquisition times. The training SIC data set was not representative in this case. In some cases, the SIC estimates were better for the test data set than for the training data set. This issue can also be explained by inconsistencies due to the ice drift. Exact coincidental in-situ and SAR data would likely have given better estimation accuracies. The absolute error for the linear SIT estimates was around 3 cm, which can be considered a good result even for thin seasonal sea ice.
For operational SIC estimation, the available algorithms are mainly based on microwave radiometers [6, 7] , with a coarse resolution of several kilometers. High-resolution SIC estimates based on SAR backscatter and SAR texture measures were presented earlier (e.g., in [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ). However, these methods have different performances in different conditions. To be able to reliably estimate (especially the intermediate SIC values), a large training data set that includes SIC values over the whole SIC range from low to intermediate and further to high SIC, would be needed. In typically available SIC training data sets such as digitized ice charts, there exist more SIC values near to 100% or 0% than values in the SIC mid-range (roughly 20-80%). This circumstance was the case for our in-situ SIC data as well. Because of the restricted amount of the SIC in-situ data, we studied here a rather simple linear model to estimate SIC, and concluded that we reached a good discrimination between open-water and sea ice classes based solely on the SAR data. Due to a lack of suitable in-situ SIC data, a rigorous evaluation in the intermediate SIC value range was not possible. Classification into open-water and sea ice classes based on SIC thresholding was then used as an input for the SIT estimation algorithm (i.e., SIT was estimated for the sea ice class only). For this purpose, the obtained high-resolution SIC estimates proved to be both useful and reliable. In conditions of somewhat thicker seasonal sea ice, (e.g., in the Baltic Sea), the SAR-based SIC estimates seemed to have a smaller estimation error [16, 17] . This result may have been due to the fact that for the Baltic Sea there was very good SIC data from the digitized Finnish ice charts available for the SIC algorithm training and evaluation.
SIT estimation for the Bohai Sea from SAR data seems to be feasible, even with a relatively straightforward empirical relationship between the SIT and SAR data [47, 82] . However, defining this relationship would require an extensive in-situ data set on SIT or the ice surface topography. In [82] , the relationship between Bohai Sea deformed sea ice thickness and the C-band σ 0 VV was defined only for one SAR image, resulting in a good fit (R 2 ≈ 0.9, n = 65). Level-ice thickness was defined based on the visible/near-infrared (VIS/NIR) reflectance imagery. Another practical problem for using VIS/NIR imagery is that they require cloud-free conditions and solar illumination. As we were using only microwave data, neither was required.
However, studies conducted in other sea areas with seasonal sea ice [14, 52, 54] do show that the relationship between C-band or X-band SAR σ 0 and SIT is not that straightforward, but rather depends on several factors, such as the imaging geometry (local incidence angle), wetness of the surface, and overlaying snow cover properties. Co-polarized backscattering from open-water-and also from leads and cracks-varies a lot depending on the wave conditions in the open-water (high backscattering from open-water can be caused by waves through Bragg scattering). Open-water can thus produce similar backscattering as different ice surfaces, leading to various erroneous SIT estimates over the open-water. Cross-polarized backscattering does not have this property, and it is typically low for open-water, but it is also low for level-ice and even for ice with some minor deformations. We have included the SAR texture features computed for both co-polarized and cross-polarized channels in our estimation method to overcome the problems related to using backscattering directly. Utilization of the SAR co-polarization ratio has been shown to be a promising quantity for SIT estimation [49, 83] , but both co-polarized channels are not available in the current operational SAR modes; they are available only in polarimetric modes, which cover areas too small for operational sea ice monitoring. In the near future, this situation will be improved when SAR instruments with a circular polarimetric (compact polarimetry) mode-such as the Canadian RADARSAT Constellation Mission-are available.
The most promising approach for the C-band SAR based SIT estimation using the currently available wide swath SAR data suitable for operational sea ice monitoring is probably the approach wherein a background SIT field is refined into a finer resolution based on automated SAR image analysis utilizing the level of σ 0 and the texture features derived from the spatial variations of σ 0 . This approach can be complemented by microwave radiometer data to improve the detection of thin-ice areas. Such approaches have been proposed, for example, in [53] [54] [55] [56] . The method developed here is a variant of this approach, combining a background SIT field from an ice model and microwave radiometer data and SAR backscattering and texture features for a fine-resolution SIT estimation.
Radar altimetry [34] [35] [36] is not suitable for a high-resolution SIT estimation of relatively thin sea ice. The SIT estimates based on radar altimetry, such as CryoSat-2, include many uncertainties, especially in the freeboard-to-thickness conversion [84] , which typically contributes more to the SIT estimate than does the typical ice thickness in the Bohai Sea.
We used one MODIS SIT chart during a cold period for a qualitative comparison between the MODIS SIT chart and our new SAR-based SIT chart for the same day. On the basis of this limited data set, the comparative results suggest that our SAR-based method seems to somewhat overestimate SIT compared to the MODIS SIT in the Liaodong bay. However, in the coastal zone, there was underestimation. In general, the two methods yielded mutually similar estimates for the areas of thinner and thicker ice.
Conclusions
We studied sea ice concentration (SIC) and sea ice thickness (SIT) estimation for the Bohai Sea during the winter 2012-13 using RS-2 dual-polarized SAR imagery, AMRS2 radiometer data, and SIT data based on the thermodynamic sea ice model HIGHTSI. The advantage of using SAR and AMSR2 is that SIT can be estimated even during cloudy periods and without daylight illumination. The SIC and SIT estimation methods were developed and validated using in-situ data, SIC and SIT charts from the MODIS imagery (SIC,SIT), and the HJ-1B spectrometer (SIC) imagery. The available in-situ data sets were relatively small, but nevertheless we were able to demonstrate the potential of dual-polarized C-band SAR data in estimating the Bohai Sea SIC and SIT.
The SIC estimation results suggested that ice and open-water discrimination works well using a simple linear SIC model that has various SAR textural features as input. We also tested a nonlinear approach based on the MLP neural network for the SAR-based SIC estimation using MODIS open-water-sea ice charts as the reference data. In the MLP method, exactly the same set of SAR features were used as in the linear SIC estimation method. The MLP results were not as good as the results of the linear method, but this may be because the training and test data sets were not exactly coincident, and some ice drift between the acquisitions of the different data sets probably occurred. The reference SIC estimates were also based on another EO data set (HJ-1B), and the training and test data sets were larger than our very limited in-situ data set. Yet still, the SIC data sets were not representative; i.e., they were not covering all kinds of variations of the SIC range. These are all factors that affect the SIC estimation process and its quality. We can conclude, however, that SAR SIC estimates can be used to distinguish between ice-covered and open-water areas in most cases in the Bohai Sea. Both tested methods followed by thresholding offer a useful classification for sea ice and open water classes, but in this case, the linear method seemed to work slightly better. The SIC estimation can be improved by using a larger and more comprehensive and timely (coincident training and test data sets) training data set.
For the further development of the SIT estimation method, the number of in-situ measurements was restricted, but it was still possible to set up a linear SIT estimation model and test it based on the data set. We were able to extract and demonstrate useful SIT estimates using a leave-one-out approach. However, nonlinear complex estimation approaches, such as the MLP approach, cannot be established with such a small amount of (training) data.
A major factor affecting the evaluation results here was that the in-situ measurements and SAR data were not acquired simultaneously. There were time differences of up to a day, and the relatively thin Bohai Sea ice is also highly dynamic by the nature. The temporal differences between the reference data sets (in-situ data used in training and testing) and the remote sensing data were also the reason for occasional inconsistencies between the data sets used for training and testing the algorithms, and explain the cases where the results were even better for the test data set than for the training data set. This result indicated more inconsistency in the corresponding randomly selected training data set than in the test data set. Simultaneous in-situ measurements and SAR data would likely have led to better estimation results, especially for SIT.
In any case, the results obtained were promising, and operational ice monitoring based on the studied methods does seem possible. The proposed methods can provide SIC and SIT estimates in a very high resolution, independently of cloud cover and solar illumination, thus enabling operational sea ice monitoring in all conditions. Additionally, ice volume from a basin scale to local scales can be derived from the high-resolution SIC and SIT estimates in a straightforward manner. This study also offers guidelines for implementing high-resolution SIC and SIT estimation and monitoring in the Bohai Sea and other similar semi-enclosed sea (or large lake) areas that have a seasonal sea ice cover. However, a much larger and more representative training data set that describes all possible ice conditions in an area will be required to set up a reliable operational SIC and SIT estimation system when utilizing the proposed methodology.
